
luu;os STATE GOVERNM E NT'

SCHEMES or WORK J'1UMAJtY

ENGLISH STUDIES

PRIMARY THREE TERM TERM

WKS TOPICS LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

1 a) Stmcture By the end of the

usirwst lesson, pupils

cmtinuous be able to
tensein

sentence (i) remgnize past

(b)Vocabul

ary buffing

continuous tense

in sentences;

(il)create sentences

with past

continuous tense.

By the end of the

lesson pupils

should be able

to:

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

(i) Pupils, as a class,

watch and listens,

as the teach

explains past

continuous tense

with some given

examples E.g.

"she was going to

the market when

she saw the

masquerade"

(ii) Each pupil pick out

past continuous

tense from list of

sentences on the

board

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

form sentences
Wiff the past

continuous

tense.

Pupils, in small

groups, read

and analyze the

passage.
(ii) Pupils, as a

class, study the
passage in order
to identify and
produce new
words and give
their meanings.

(iii) Each pupil uses
the words in

sentences.

EMBEDDED

CORE SKILLS

(i) Collaboration

and

communication

(ii) Leadership and
personal

development

(iii) Critical thinking

and problem

(ii)

solving

Communicati

on and

Collaboration

Critical

thinking and

LEARNING

REsotJRCE8

(i) Cout±l/
(ii) 

Suppler;

(iiJ) Char? 
jmate

(i) Selected

passage

the Engfisi

Textbook.

(ii) Flasherdsct'
the new

(i) team and

pronounce new
words.

(ii) identify
unfamiliar words
and detemine
their meanings.

(iii) use the new
words in

speaking and
writin s.

problem (lii)
solving. dictionary

(iii) Leadership
and Personal

Development

edudelighttutors.com



WKS
OBJECTIVES LEARNING

TOPICS LEARNING

(c)Oral and 

written

comprehen

sion

By the end of the
lesson, pupils
should be able to:

(i) Read the
passage;

(ii) Repeat the story
in their own
words

ACTIVITIES

(i) Pupils, as a class

With the

intonation
correct

(ii) Pupils, in small
groups, 

provide aperson each to
represent 

each

(d ) Writing:

composition

on (how I

spent my

last holiday)

(iii) Draw out the
main points from
the passage

(iv)Answer questions

group, who will
share a similar
story with the
class.

(iii) Pupils, in smallon the passage

By the end of this
lesson pupils should
be able to:

(i) use simple
sentence to
discuss the
narrative

composition

groups, 
study 

the
story to know the
main poinx

(iv)Each pupil
answers

questions on the
passage.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

narrative

composition

provided
(ii) Pupils, as a group,

discuss their last
holiday experience.

(iii) Each pupil writes

EMBEDDED
CORE 

SKILLS

(i) Collabora
bon

and

(ii) 
Leadership
and personal

(ill) Criåcal
development

thinking and
problem

(iv) Citizenship

(l) Creativity and
imaginaüon.

(ii) Communicafio
n and

Collaboration.
Oil) Criæ

thinking and
problem

soMng.(ii) write out point on
how "l spent my
last holiday'.

(iii)Write compositions

the composifion on (iv) Digital 
the given topic in
his or her own
words.

literacy.

ENGLISH 
STuDtEs

LEARNING

RESOURCES

On) Course
O) Relevant

Audio Visual

Resources

(i) Charts on various
holiday

destinations.
(ii) Videos:
Web Resources

watch?v=V-

BnhRimxtA
on the given topic. Pupils visit the site

Dictations Learners are to be
for the guided to:
week

i.)learn the following

words: fiction, filling,

finding, fitness,

forever, fortune,

founder, freedom

low for furfrer

tudies:

htVs://m.youtube.co

m/ watch?v=V-

BnhRimxtA

For home study,

pupils, as individuals,

i.) look up the

meanings, word

classes and

pronunciation of the

given words in a

(i) Communicaüon (i) Hard copy

and Collaboration dictionary

(li) Leadership (i) Online

and Personal

Development

6
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regane
(E.g.

be gong to

church rext

Sur-day)

(b) Vocab

baiåtn

OBJECTIVES

By the emi of 

Is 

the

should

be able to:

(l) explain fre Mure

tense;

(i) pduce
sentences in the

simple we
tense;

@answer correctly

to interrogaüve

sentences using

contracted foms

of "will' and

By tie end of the

lesson pjpils should

be able to:

(i) leam and

pronounce new
words;

(ii)identify unfamiliar
words and

determine their
meanings;

(iii) use the new
words in speaking
and wri

dictionary, 
and use

each word in, at least,

a sentence.

(i) pupils, as a class,

the teacher

explains and

demonstrates

what future action

is

(ii) Each pupil

answers quesfion

asked by the

teacher on

interrogative

sentences using

contracted form

of "will" and

"shall".

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

ask and answer

interrogative
sentences

among

themselves

under the

supewision of

the teacher.

(i) Pupils, in small

groups, read and
analyze the

selected passage.
(ii) Pupils, as a class,

study the passage
in order to identify
and produce new
words and give
their meanings.

(iii) Each pupil uses
the words in
sentences.

(i) Communication 

collaboration

(ii) Critical thinking
and problem
solving

(iii) Creativity and
imagination

(i) Communication
and

Collaboration.

(ii) Critical thinking

and problem
solving.

(iii) Leadership

and Personal
Development.

(i)

resour

newspZih
rnagQnq.

(i) SelectedpN

from the Er$'

Textbook

(ii) Flasherdson

new words

(iii) Oxford miri-

dictionary.



and
written

hensio

(d) Writing:

By the end of the
lesson. pupils should
be able to:

(l) read the passage
and repeat the
story their own
words;

retell similar
stories;

(iii)answer questions
on the main points in
the story in their own
words.

(i) Pupils, as a
listen to teacher asstory is road
stressing 

important
points with the
correct 

intonation(ii) Pupils, in groups
study the story toknow the main
points.

(iii) Pupils, in small

ACTIVITIES EMBEDDED
CORE 

SKILLS

(t) CollatKJfatjon
and

(ii) 
[Qadgrghvp 

and
personal

development
(iii) Critical 

thinking
and problem
solving

(iv) 
Citizenship

groups, answer the
questions and
provide a person
each to represent
each group, who
will share a similar
story with the
class.

By the end of this (i) Pupils, as a class,composi

tion on

(how I

lesson pupils
should be able to: narrative

spent

my last

holiday)

(i) use simple
sentence to
discuss the
narrative

composition;
(ii) write out point on

how "l spent my
last holiday";

(iii) write a

composition on
the given topic.

e)
Leamers are to be

Dictations guided to:
for the
Week i.)learn the following

words: forward,

composition

provided.
(ii) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss
their last holiday
experiences.

(iii) Each pupil writes
the composition
on the given topic
in his or her own
words.

(iv) Pupils visit the
site below for
further studies:

https://m.youtube.co

m/ watch?v=V-

BnhRimxtA

For home study,

pupils, as individuals,

i.) look up the

meanings, word

(i) Creativity and
imaginatim

(ii) Communicajo
n and

Collaboration
(iii) Critical

thinking and
problem

solving.

(iv) Digital literacy.

(i) Communicatim

and Collaboration

(ii) Leadership

and Personal

ENGLISH

LEARNING

RESOURCES

pr.tiJt%

AISio Visual

Resources

0) Charts on vanous
holiday

destinations.
(ii) Videos:
Web Resources

htps://m.youtube.co

m/

watchiv=V-

BnhRimxtA

(i) Hardcopy

dictionary

(ii) Online dicbonary

further, gateway,

salary, general,

genetics, genius,

gigabit, greater,

hungry, hanging,

heading, healthy.

classes and

pronunciation of the

given words in a

dictionary, and use

each word in, at least,

a sentence.

Development



c N GLISH

TOPICS LEARNING

3

Structu;e.

future

! achons 'n

the

Vocabulary

building

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

I (l) Identify modal
Serbs for future;

(li) produce corect

sentences in the

Simple future
tense;

(jit) answer comectly

to interrogative

sentences using

contracted forms

of and
•shall'.

By the end of the

lesson pupils

should be able to:

identify new

words and

pronounce them;

(ii) recognize
new words'

meanings;

(iii)

demonstrate the

meaning of the

new word*
(iv) use the new

words in

sentences.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

(i) Pupils, as a (,lasq,

pay attention as

the teacher

explains what

future action is,

(ii) Each pupil

answer question

asked by the

teacher on

interrogative

sentences using

contracted form

of "will" and

"shall".

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

i.

ii.

iii.

ask and answer

interrogative

sentences among

themselves under

the supervision of

the teacher.

Pupils, as a class,
identify new

words in a given

passage.

Pupils, in small

groups, are

guided to look for

meaning of the
selected new

words from the

dictionary.

Each pupil is

guided to

pronounce the

new words by

breaking the

letters into

EMBEDDED

CORE SKILLS

0) Communicatio

collaboration

(ii) CritT,ai

thinking and

problem

solving

(iii) Creativity and

imagination

(i) Communicatio

n and

Collaboration,

(ii) Critical
thinking and

problem

solving.

(iii) Leadersh

ip and

Personal

Development.

LEARNING

RESOURCES

(i) 
strip;(ii) Course 

book(ill) Other

supplementar

magazines

(i) Selected passage

from the English

Textbook.

Flash cards
on the new

words.

(iii) Oxford mini-

dictionary.

iv.

sounds

Pupils, in pairs,
use the new

words in

sentences.



the end the

lesson. pupils

should able to:

(l) dlSC(iSS the

Idea ot the poem
(n) use evidence from

the passage to
discuss supporting
ideas

(iii)identify values and

lessons in given
poems;

(iv)relate the ideas

IVITIES

individuals, 
read a

qiven passage as
quided by tho

EMBEDDED
(EARNING

RESOURCES

communicatton
teacher.

Pupils, in small
groups, discuss
the main idea ot
the passago.
Each pupil
analyses the
purpose of the
passage.
Pupils, In pairs,

(ii) Loadergh19 
and

personal

dovolopment
(iii) Critical thinking

and problem
solving

(iv) Citizenship

(d) Writing:

What I

would like

to be in

future

and values in the
passage to

personal

experience.

By the end of this

lesson pupils should

be able to:

(i) use simple
sentences to

discuss the

narrative

composition;

discuss supporting
Ideas from the
passage using
evidence from the
passage.

Pupils, in pairs,
point out unfamiliar
words in the
passage and look
for their meanings

in the dictionary.

Pupils, relate the

main ideas in the

passage to
national values.

(i) Pupils, asa
class, examine

the narraüve

Creativity

and

imagination.

Audio Visual

Resources

composition

provided.

(ii) Pupils, as a

group, discuss

what they would 

like to be in

future.

Communicat (l) Charts on

ion and

Collaboraüo

n.

(iii) Critical

thinking ard

problem

various twliday

destinations.

(ii) Videos

Web resources:

o .comlnames-of-

(ii) write 

"What 

out points

I
(iii) Each 

the composition

pupil writes
(iv)

solving.

Digitalon 
bewould like to literacy.

on the given

profess

4051527

in future;

(iii) write a

composition on

the given topic.

topic in his or her

own words.



TOPICS
WKS

(e)$upplem

entaty

Read'lV

4

Using past

continuous

tense in

sentence.

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils should

be able to:

(l) share with other

pupils the story

read;

(i') discuss lessons

learnt from the

book;

(iii) relate events in

the story to their

personal lives.

By tie end of the

lesson, pupils should

be able to :

(i) explain past

continuous tense;

(ii) recognize past

continuous tense

in sentences;

(iii)create sentences

with past

continuous tense.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Each pupil reads a

recommended

storybook/play/poe

m from Lagos

State approved

book list.

EMBEDDED

CORE SKILLS LEARNING
l) CritiC%ll thinkin

and problem
GOIVltvj

ii) Leadership

ill)

Each pupil

discusses the

main idea of the

story.

Pupils, in small

groups, share

information from

the story,

Pupils, in pairs,

establish

relationships

between ideas

using evidence

from the passage

v. Each pupil

discusses the

lessons/values

leamt from the

story.

Pupils, as a
class, are
guided to

explain the past

continuous

tense witl some

given examples

e.g. "She was

going to the

market when

and

(i) Collaboration (i) Course

and (i) Suppler

communication mateda

(ii) Leadership and (iii) Charts

personal

development

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem

solving

she saw the

masquerade".

Each pupil picks

out thepast

continuous

tense from list of

sentences on
the board.



TOPICS

Vocabulary

building

(c) Oral and

witen

comprehen

sion

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson pupils

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

(iii) 
Pupils, in pairs,
form 

sontonc/)s
with tho past
continuous
tense

i, Pupils, in small
groups, read andshould be able to: analyze the

(i) identify new

words and

pronounce them;

(ii) recognize new

words' meanings;

(iii)

demonstrate the

meaning of the

new words;

(iv) use the new

words in

sentences,

selected 
passage.

ii. Pupils, as a class,
identify new words
in a given
passage.

iii. Pupils, in pairs,
study the passage
in order to deduce
contextual

meaning of the
unfamiliar words;

iv. Pupils, in small
groups, are guided
to look for meaning
of the selected
new words from
the dictionary.

v. Each pupil is
guided to
pronounce the new
words by breaking
the letters into

sounds.

vi. Pupils, in pairs,
use the new words

EMBEDDED
CORE

Collaboration
(ii) Critical

thinking and
problem

solving.

ENGLj3H

LEARNING

RE30(JRCEs

the

(li) Ftash 
on

the reg wcrds
(iii) Oxford rninß

in sentences.

(iii) Leadership
and Personal

Development

By the end of the

lesson, pupils should

be able to:

(i) discuss the main

idea of the poem

(ii) use evidence from

i. Pupils, as

individuals, read a

given passage as

guided by the

teacher.

(i) Collaboraåon
and

communication

(ii) Leadership and

personal

development

(iii) Critical thinking

(l) Course book

(li) Relevant pmres

the passage to ii. Pupils, in small

discuss supporting groups, discuss
and problem

ideas the main idea of

solving

(iv)Citizenship

(iii) identify values

and lessons in

given poems;

(iv) relate the ideas

and values in the

passage to
personal

the passage.

iii. Each pupil

analyses the

purpose of the

passage.

experience



ENGLISH

WKS TOPICS

(d)Writing:

Compositio

n about

Mother"

5 (a) Structu
re:

Present
perfect

Ced"
and

ending
S

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

iv. Pupils, in pairs,

discuss supporting
ideas from the

passage using

evidence from the

passage.

Pupils, in

pairs, point out

unfamiliar words in

the passage and

look for their

meanings in the

dictionary.

vi. Pupils relate
the main ideas in

the passage to

national values.

(i) Pupils, as a class,
examine the

should be able to: descriptive
composition

(i) use simple
sentence to
discuss a
descriptive
composition;

(ii) write out points
about gmy
mother;

(iii)write a
composition on
the ivento •c.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) identify the

present perfect
tense using 'ed'

provided.
(ii) Pupils, as a group,

discuss about the
topic "Myself.

(iii) Each pupil wites
the composition on
the given topic in
his or her own
words.

EMBEDDED
CORE SKILLS

(i) Creativity and
imagination.

(ii) Communication
and

Collaboration.
(iii) Critical thinking

and problem
solving.

Pupils, as a class,
examine the
teachers
explanations and
examples in order
to understand the
points of

(i) Collaboration
and
communicatio
n

Leadership
and personal
development

and 'en' ending;
(ii) express (ii)

appropriate use of
the present

emphasis. (iii)
Pupils, in smatl
group, form the

present perfect

Critical

thinking and
problem

solving

LEARNING

RESOURCES

(i) Chalk board
(ii) Course book
(iii) Supplementary

materials

perfect with 'ed'
and 'en' endings

tense. with 'ed'
and 'en' endings.

respectively; (iii) Pupils, in pairs,
use the present



Vocabu

buiiding

(c) Oral

and

writen
compre
hensio

n

UöUECTlVES

(iiDuse the present
perfect tense in

Sy the end of the
lesson pupils
should be able to:

(i) identify new words
and pronounce
them;

(ii)recognize new
ssords' meanings;

(iii)
demonstrate the
meaning of the
new words;

(iv) use the new
words in
sentences.

By the end of the

NING
ACTIVITIES

EMBEDDED
ENGLISH 

STUDIES

CORE 
SKILLS LEARNING

RESOURCES
perfect tense in
sentences

Pupils, in small
groups, read and

(l) 
Communicabon 

(I) selectedanalyze the
selected 

passage. (ii) 
Collaboration.
critical 

thinking (l) 

from 

Hash 

the 

cards 

English

on the

ii. Pupils, as a class,
identify new words solving. new Words.
in a given (iii) Leadership and 

Oil) Oxford 

dictmary
mim-

passage.
iii. Pupils, in pairs,

study the passage
in order to deduce
contextual

meaning of the
unfamiliar words.

(i) Pupils, in small
groups are guided
to look for meaning

new words from
the dictionary.

(ii) Each pupil is
guided to
pronounce the new

words by breaking

the letters into

sounds.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

use the new words

in sentences.

i. Pupils, as

individuals, read

Development

(i) Collaboration 
and

(i) Course book

(Il) Relevant pictures

lesson, pupils should

be able to:

(i) discuss the main

idea of the

passage

(ii) use evidence from

the passage to

discuss supporting

a given passage

as guided by the

teacher.

Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

the main idea of

the passage.

iii. Each pupil

analyses the

communicatio

n

(ii) Leadership

and personal

development

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem

solving

(iv)Citizenship

ideas

(iii) identify values and

lessons in given

passages;

(iv)relate the ideas

and values in the

passage to

purpose of the

passage.

Pupils, in pairs,

discuss
supporting ideas

from the passage



TOPICS

(d) Writing:
Compo

sition
about

"Mysetf

(a) Structure:

Using past
continuous
tense in
sentence.
(cont)

OBJECTIVES

personal
experience

By the end of the

lesson, pupils should

be able to:

i, use simple

sentences to

discuss a
descriptive

ii. me out

points about

•Myself;

iii. witea
composition on

the ivento ic.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils should

be able to :

(i) recognize past

continuous tense

in sentences;
(ii) explain

appropriate uses

of the past

continuous tense.

Clii)differentiate

between present
continuous and
past continuous
tenses;

using evidence

from the

passage.
pupils, in pairs,

point out

unfamiliar words

in the passage

and look for their

meanings in the

dictionary.

vis Pupils, relate the

main ideas in the

passage to

national values.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

examine the

descriptive

composition

provided.

(ii) Pupils, in groups,

discuss about the

topic "Myself.

(iii) Each pupil writes

the composition

given in simple

sentences.

(i) Pupils brainstorm

about how they

express an action

that was in

progress in the

past to formulate

the meaning of the

past continuous

tense.

(ii) Pupils, as a class,
identify past
continuous tense
in a paragraph.

(iii) Pupils, in small
groups, distinguish
past continuous
from present
continuous tense.

(iv)Pupils, in pairs,
form sentences
with past

(i) Creativity and

(ii) Communicatio
n and
Collaboration.

(iii) Critical
thinking and
problem

solving.

(i) Collaboration
and

communication
(ii) Leadership and

personal

deveiopment
(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem

solving

(i) Course 
book

(i) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

Course book

Supplementar

materials

Charts

(iv)create sentences
with past

continuous tense.



groups, read and
RESOURCES

ouilding be able to:

(i) identify new words

and pronounce

them;

(ii) recognize

new words'

meanings;

analyze the on and
selected passage. Collaboration

ii. Pupils, as a class,
identify new words

(ii) Critical

l) sev

passage from
the English
Textbmk.

in a given
passage.

iii. Pupils, in pairs,
study the passage

thinking and
problem

solving
(iii) Leadership

(ii) Flash cards on
the new

(iii) Oxford mini-
dictionary.

(iii)
demonstrate the

meaning of the new

words;

(iv) use the new

in order to deduce
contextual

meaning of the
unfamiliar words.

iv. Pupils, in small

and Personal
Developrnent

(c) Readin

g: Oral

and

written

compre

hensio

n

words in

sentences.

By the end of the

groups, are guided
to look for meaning
of the selected
new words from
the dictionary.

v. Each pupil is
guided to

pronounce the new
words by breaking
the letters into
sounds.

vi. Pupils, in pairs,
use the new words
in sentences.

i. Pupils, as

lesson, pupils should

be able to:

(i) discuss the main
idea of passage

ii) use evidence from
the passage to

discuss supporting
ideas

iii) identify values and

individuals, read a

given passage as
guided by the

teacher.

ii. Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

the main idea of

the passage.

iii. Each pupil

analyses tie
purpose of the

(i) Collaboratim (i) Coursebook
and (ii) Relevant

communicato pictures

n

(ii) Leadership
and personal

development

(iii) Criücal

finking ard
problem

91ving

(iv) Citizenship
lessons in given

passages;
(iv) relate the ideas and

values in the

passage to
personal

experience

passage.

iv. Pupils, in pairs,

discuss supporting

ideas from the

passage using

evidence from the

passage.

v. Pupils, in pairs,

point out unfamiliar

words in the



TOPICS

d) Wntyng
Composi

dassro«)

m

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of this

lesson pupils should

(i) use Simplo

sentence to

discuss the

descriptive

mmpositjon;

LEARNIN

ACTIVITIES CORE SKILLS

pagqoqc and look

for thcjr moanina•;

in 11/0 dictionary

pupils relato tho

main ideas in fhc

passagc to

national valuc.%.

(i) Pupds, as a

class, examinc

the descriptive

composition

provided.

Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

on the frny

classroom'.

iii) Each pupil writes

the composition

on tie given

topic in his or her

0) Croat"/ity

and

imagination

Cornrrnnir;jt
im and
Collaboratjo

n.

(iii) Critjcal

thinking and

(ji) write out pdnton

'my classroom"
•

(ni) Mite a

composition on

the given topic.

By the end of tie

Supplementa lessm, pupils should
Reading 

be able to:

(l) Share with other

pupils tie story

problem

solving.

own words.

i. Each pupil reads
a recommended

storybook/play/po

em from Lagos

State approved
book list.

(i) Critical

thinking ard
problem

solving

(i) Lagos}ag
apprr;ed

storyboo

play
(ii) Leadership (ii) Anyotg

and personal
ii. Each pupil

(ii) Discuss lessons 

leamt fre

(i) Relateeventsin 
tie story to t)eir 
personal fives.

discusses the
main idea ofthe
story.

Pupils, in small

groups, share
infomaüm frorn
tie story,

tv. Pupils, in pairs,
establish

relationships

between ideas
using evidence
from the passage.

v. Each pupil
discusses the
lessons/values
leamt from tie

relevaptr-eu
development

(iii) Communuti
on and

collaboratbn



Mid•

term

tests

B. open

day

C. Mid-
term

break

D. Home

work

Present

perfect

with

•sinæ'

and *for"

(b) Vocabul

ary

building

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) recali present
perfect tense;

(ii) identify present

perfect with 'since'

and 'for';

(iii) express correct

use of present
perfect wih 'since'
and 'for.

By the end of the

lesson pupils

should be able to:

(i) read a passage to

identify and

pronounce new

words;

(ii)deduce meaning
of the unfamiliar

words contextually

from the passage;

(iii) use the new

words in speaking

and writings.

(i) Pupils, asa class,
listen as teacher
explains

correct use of
presenC

sentence with
'since' and for.

(ii) Pupils as
individuals, take
tums to give
examples on the
use of present
perfect 'since'
and 'for.

(iii) Pupils write down
various sentences
that express the

use of present
perfect wit) 'since'
and for.

(i) Pupils, in snall
groups, read and

analyze the
selected passage.

(ii) Pupils, as a dass,

identifr new words

in a given

passage.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

study tie passage

in order to deduce

contextual

meaning of the

unfamiliar words.

(iv)Pupils, in small

are

CORE SKILLS LEARNING

RESOURCES

(i) Leadership
(i) and personal

Course book
(11)

developrrmt
(iii) Other relevan

thinking
and proUem
solving

(i) Communicatio
n and

Collaborafion.

(ii) Criücal thinkng

and problem

solving.

(iii) Leadership

and Personal

Development

materials

Selected

passage from

tie English
Textbook.

(ii) Flash cards on

tie rm/ words.

Oxford mini-

dnnary

groups, 

guided to look for

meaning of the

selected new

edudelight utors.com



LEARNING

TOPICS
WKS

O Reading:

Oral and

witen

comprehen

sion

(d)Writing:

Compositio

n on 'my

classroom'

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES
ACTIVITIES

words from the

dictionary.

(v) Each pupil is

guided to

pronounce the

new words by

breaking the

letters into

sounds.

(vi) Pupils, in pairs,

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i)discuss the main

idea of the

passage;
use

evidence from the

i.

ii.

CORE SKILLS LEARNING
RESOURCE

s

passage to iii.

discuss
supporting ideas;

(iij) idenffy

values and
lessons in given

passages;
(iv) relate the

ideas and values
in the passage to
personal

experience.

the end of this

iv.

v.

vi.

use the new

words in

sentences.

Pupils, as
individuals, read

a given passage

as guided by the

teacher.

Pupils, in small

groups, discuss
the main idea of

the passage.
Each pupil
analyses the
purpose of the

passage.

Pupils, in pairs,
discuss
supporting ideas
from the passage
using evidence
from the passage.
Pupils, in pairs,
point out

unfamiliar words
in the passage
and look for their
meanings in the
dictionary.

Pupils relate the
main ideas in the
passage to
national values.By 

lesson pupils should
be able to:

(i) Pupils, as a class,
examine the
descriptive

composition

provided

(i) Collaboration
and

communication
(ii) Leadership

and personal
development

(iii)Critical thinking
and problem
solving

(iv)Citizenship

(i) Creativity and 
imagination.

(ii) Communication
and

Collaboration.

(i) Course
(ii) 

Relevant
pictures

Audio Visual

Resources

(i) Course book



(i) use simple CORE

sentence to (ii) Pupils, as a 
(iii)critical 

thinking

RESOURCES

discuss the
descriptive

composition;

(ii) write out point on
"My classroom";

(iii) write a

composition on

the given topic.

(a) Structu By the end ofthe

9 re:

Interrog 

ation

with

respon

se

using
present

perfect

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

(i) identify
interrogative

statements;

(ii) construct present

perfect tense in

question forms;

topic "My

classroom"
(iii)Each pupil writes

the composition on
the given topic in
his or her own
words.

(i) Pupils, as a class,

statements after
the teacher using
the

perfect tense.
(ii) Each pupil foms

interrogative

staternents in

conversations

using the present

perfect tense.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,

change selected

and problem
solving.

(i) Leürsho 
and petsmd 
develwrm 

(ii) CdlabWd 
tion ard

(iii) Cffcal

(iii) supply

b)Vocabulary 
building

appropriate

responses to

such question

forms orally and

in writing.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

tfrlktlg

probbrn

sd'ing

statements by the

teadier into

questions

following the

teacher example

e.g. Interrogaüon:

Have you finished

your homework?

Response: No, I have

i. Pupils, in small

groups, read ard

analyze tie

n and

Collaborajon

(ii) (Teachhg

ofnewwords)
should be able to

(i) identi6J new

selected

passage.

pupils, as a class,

and problem

(iii) LeadershlP

(l) Cone bock
(n) Ctø•t
(i) SWerrmary

rrafe'd

Wn Er•sh

(i) F'shadsont

words and identify new and personal

pronounce them;

(ii)recognize new

words' meanings;

(iii)
demonstrate the

meaning of the

new words;

(iv) use the new

words in

sentences.

words in a given Development

passage.

pupils, in pairs,

study the

passage in order

to deduce

contextual

meaning
unfamiliar

176



TOPICS
WKS

iv. Pupils, in small

groups, are

guided to look for

meaning of the

selected new

words from the

dictionary.

v. Each pupil is

guided to

pronounce the

new words by

breaking the

letters into

sounds.

vi. Pupils, in pairs,

use the new

words in

sentences.

(c) Readin

g: Oral

and

written

compre

hensio

n

By fre end of die

lesson, pupils should

be able to:

(l) discuss the main

idea of the

passage

(i) Pupils, as (i) Collaboration

individuals, read a and
(i) Course bo

(ii) Relevant p

(ii) use evidence

from the passage

to discuss
supporting ideas

(iii) idenüfy values

and lessons in

given passages;
relate the ideas and

values in the passage

to personal

expermce

given passage as

guided by the

teacher.

(ii) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss
the main idea of

the passage.
(iii) Each pupil

analyses tie
purpose of the

passage.

(iv)Pupils, in pairs,

discuss

supporting ideas
from the passage
using evidence
from the passage.

communicatio

n

(ii) Leadership

and personal

development

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem

solving

(iv)Citizenship

(v) Pupils, in pairs,
point out

unfamiliar words
in the passage
and look for their
meanings in the
dictionary.

(vi)Pupils relate the
main ideas in the
passage to
national values.



OBJECTIVES

By the end of the
ACTIVITIES EMBEDDED

ENGusH 
STUDIES

lesson, pupils
Q"' compo

should be able

to:

deg
use simple
sentence to

discuss a
desenpüve
composition;

(ii) out points

about •a

(lii) mtea

Pupils, as a
class, examine
the descriptive
composition
provided
Pupils. in small
groups, discuss
about the topic
•a dog e

(iii) Each pupil wntes
the composition
on the given
topic in his or her

CORE 
SKILLS LEARNING

(i) 
Creativityand 

(i) 
Coursebook(ii) 

Communicati
on and

Collaboratjm
(iii) Critical

(e)Sup

(a) Structu

re:

Present

Nmposition on
the given •c.

By the end of the

lesson, pupüs

shouid be able to:

(i) share Wiff other

pupils the story

read;

(ii) discuss
lessons leamt

own words

i. Each pupil reads
a recommended
storybook]play/po

em from Lagos

State approved
book list.

ii. Each pupil

discusses the
main idea of

from the book;
story.

relate events iii. Pupils, in small
(jii) 

in the story to their

personal lives.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

groups, share

infomaüon from

story.

Pupils, in pairs,

estabfish
relajonships

between ideas

using evidence

from the passage.

Each pupil

discusses the

lessons/values

leamt from the

st
pupils, as a

class, are led to

perfect tense and

thinking and
problem

solving.

(l)Critiæl

thinking and

problem

solving

(ii) Leadersh
ip and

persond

development

(iil) Commuri

cajon and
collaboration

(i) Leadership
and personal

development

(ii)Critical

thinking and

(i) I-Qß

(i) Any otter
relevant mateöai

(i) Course bd

(ii) Charts

(iii) Other relevant

materials

perfect

tense
past perfect 

tense.

Each pupil
problem

solving

and
(i) Recall present

nerfect tenses and takes turns to give



WKS TOPICS LEARNING

shN')d able

to:

(i) read a
(ii) &ntfyand

unfamiiar
words;

(iii)
meaning of
unfamiliar
words
contextjalty•,

(iv)
words in

speamg and

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

('Il) in

qcoupq,

tho two

diffrtontjate

with adequat o

i. Ptypds. in srnal!

groups, read and

analyze the
passage.

ii. Pupils. as a class,

identify new words

in a given passage.

iii. Pupils, in pairs,

study passage
in order to deduce

conte)dual

meaning of the

unfamüiar words;

v. Pupils, in small
groups, are guided

to look for

meanings of the

selected new
words from the

dictionary.

v. Each pupil is
guided to
pronounce the new

words by breaking
the letters into

sounds
h. Pupils, in pairs,

By tie of

Readgv• lessm, pupils

Oral and should be able to:

(i) read a given

sion passage;
(ii)repeat the story in

frieir own words;
(iii) answer

questions on the
main points in tie
story in their own
words.

use the new words
in sentences.

(i) Pupils, as a class
, are guided to
read a selected
passage with the

correct intonation.
(ii) Pupils, in groups,

study the story to
identify themain
points.

(iii) Pupils, in pairs,
answer questions
on the given
passage.

EMBEDDED

CORE SKILLS

0) Communtcat10
n and
Collaboration.

(ii) Critical
thinking ard
problem

solving.
(iii) Leadership

and Personal
Development

(i) Collaboration
and
comnwnicatio

n

(ii) Leadership
and personal
development

(iii) Critical

thinking and
problem
solving

(iv) Citizenship

LEARNING

RESOURCES

from

(ii) Flash r,ards on
the new words.

(iii) Oxford mn-

dictmary.

(iii) Course book
(iv) Relevant pictJres



(d)Writing:

Compositi

on about

father"

11 a) Structure:
Present

perfect

OBJECTIVES
By the end of the

lesson, pupils
should be able
to:

(i) use simple
sentence to
discuss a
descriptive

composition;

(ii) write out points
about ""my

father";

(iii) write a

composition on
the ivento ic.

By the end of the

lesson, pupils

should be able to:

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES
(i) Pupils, as a

class, examine
the descriptive
composition

provided
(ii) Pupils, as a

group, discuss
about the topiculimy 

father""
(iii) Each pupil writes

tense and
past (i)recall tie meaning
perfect present perfect
tense

tenses and past

perfect tense;

(li)express correct

use of present
perfect tense

and past perfect

tense;

(ii) differenåate

between present

perfect tense and

past perfect
tense.

. 

ii.

the composition
on the given
topic in his or her
own words.

Pupils brainstorm
on a way to
express when an
action that has

already

happened to

formulate the

meaning of the

perfect tense.

Pupils, in small

groups, analyse

expressions with

actions that were

concluded in the

past and those

that are

concluded in the

present to

differentiate

between present

and past perfect

tenses.
as aiii. Pupils, 

class, are led to

recall the uses

present perfect

tense and past

porfect tense.

Each pupil take

edudelighttutors.com ive
on eexamples 

uses of present

perfect tense and

oast perfect

ENGLISH 
STUDIESEMBEDDED

CORE 
SKILLS LEARNING

(i) 
creativity 

and 
RESOURCES

(i) 
course book(ii) Communicati

on and

Collaboration
(iii) Critical

thinking and
problem

solving.

Leadership (i) Course book
and personal (Il) Charts
development (ill) Other relevant
Critical materials
thinking and

problem

solving



WKS TOPICS

(b)Vocabul

ary

building

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

By the end of the

lesson pupils

should be able

to:

(i) Read a passage
(ii) Identify and

pronounce
unfamiliar words

(iii) Derive the
meaning of
unfamiliar words
contextually.

(iv) Use the new
words in
speaking and
writings.

i.

ii.

iii.

v.

vi.

i/ii.

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES

Pupil%, in omall

group%, compare

tho two to

ditforontiatc

botwccn the two

with adequate

examples.

Pupils, in small

groups, read and

analyze the
selected

passage.
Pupils, as a
class, identify
new words in a

given passage.
Pupils, in pairs,
study the
passage in order
to deduce
contextual

meaning of the
unfamiliar words.
Pupils, in small
groups, are
guided to look for
meanings of the
selected new
words from the
dictionary.

Each pupil is
guided to
pronounce the
new words by
breaking the
letters into

sounds.

Pupils, in pairs,
use the new
words in
sentences.
Pupils in pairs
dramatise the
meaning of the
new words.

EMBEDDED
LEARNING

CORE SKILLS
RESOURCt8

(i) Communicati
on and

Collaboration,
(ii) Critical

thinking and
problem

solving.
(iii) Leadership

and Personal
Development.

par03atJ% 
frorn

EnglLh

Textbook
(ii) Flash card% on

the neo word%
(iii) Oxford mini-

dictmary.



TOPICS

Reading:

Oral and

written

comprehen

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

lesson, pupils
should be able to:

(i) discuss the main
idea of the

LEARNING

ACTIVITIES EMBEDDED
ENGLISH

PuÉ)llS, 
insmall

groups, recite the
given 

passage.

Pupils, in small

CORE 
SKILLS

(i) Collaboration
and

communicatio

LEARNING

RESOURCES
C') Course 

bodk
(ii) Relevant 

pictures

(ii) 
sion

(d)Wrifing:

Compositio

n about '

What I do

every day'

passage

(ii) use evidence
from the passage

to discuss

supporting ideas
(iii) identify values

and lessons in
given passage s;

(iv) relate the ideas

and values in the

passage to
personal
experience

groups, identify
the values and
lessons in the

passage.

iii. Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

Leadership
and personal

development
(iii) Critical

thinking and
problem

solving

(iv) Citizenship

the main ideas of

the passage.

iv. Each pupil

discusses the

main idea of the

passage.

(v) Each pupil uses

evidence from the

passage to
discuss the ideas

that are used to
su ort fie main
idea.

(vi) Each pupil relates

the ideas from the

passage to

personal

experiences.

By the end of the (i) Pupils, as a class,

lesson, pupils examine the

should be able to: descriptive

(i) use simple

composition

provided

(l) Creativity and I Course book

imagination.

(ii) Communiætjo
n and

Collaboration;

sentence to
discuss a
descriptive

composition;
(ii) write out points

about "What I do
Everyday"

(iii) write a

composition on
the ivento ic

(ii) Pupils, in small

groups, discuss

about the topic

""What I do Every

day""

(iii) Each pupil writes

the composition

on the given topic

in his or her own

words.

(iii) Critical

thinking and

problem

solving.



LEARNING
WKS TOPICS

OBJECTIVES

Revision:
Revise

12

13 EXAMINAT

ION

14 EXAMINAT

ION

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

ENGLISH 
stiJDl

LEARNING EMBEDDED LEARNING

ACTIVITIES CORE SKILLS RESOURCES

Use relevant teaching

and leaming

materials

At the end of the session, Students should be able to;

i. describe English sounds and pronounce English words accurately,
ii. summarize any given comprehension passage;

use capital letter correctly, while writing

iv. write cleady and observe the spacing between the letters;
respond to simple command;

vi. read fluently;

vii. increase their voc.abulary capacity;

viii. produce 4 and 5 syllable words.

edudelighttutors.com


